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Abstrac t . We propose a three dimensional pulsar magnetosphere model 
in which the vertical size of the outer gap is first determined by a self-
consistent model in which the outer gap is limited by the pair produc
tion from collisions of thermal photons produced by polar cap heating 
of backflow outer gap current and the curvature photons emitted by the 
gap accelerated charged particles. The transverse size of the outer gap 
is determined by local pair production condition. In principle, there are 
two topologically disconnected outer gaps existing in the magnetosphere 
of a pulsar and both incoming and outgoing particle flows are allowed. 
And yet double-peak light curves with strong bridges are most common. 
Using this model and its local properties, we compare the model results 
with phase-resolved spectra of the Crab pulsar and Geminga. 

1. Introduct ion 

It has been argued that powerful acceleration regions, called "outer gaps", can 
form in the vicinity of "null charge surface" ( f i - B = 0) (Holloway 1973; Cheng, 
Ruderman k. Sutherland 1976) because the charged carriers on each side of the 
null charge surface have opposite charges. Current passing through this sur
face remove charges in the vicinity of the null surface and a vacuum will form 
there. Cheng, Ho and Ruderman (1986a,b, hereafter CHR model) used an outer 
gap model to calculate the phase-averaged spectrum of the Crab pulsar. Their 
model assumed that the radiation regions are thin in the longitudinal direction. 
This assumption can be easily justified in the case of the Crab pulsar but cer
tainly cannot be true in Geminga which has a period much longer than that 
of the Crab pulsar. Zhang and Cheng(1997) have considered a self-consistent 
thick outergap model in which the pairs are created via collisions between gap 
curvature photons and soft X-rays from polar cap, which are produced by the 
backflow outergap current. They use this model to explain efficiencies of X-rays 
and 7-rays (Cheng, Gil and Zhang 1998; Zhang and Cheng 1998), distributions 
of basic pulsar parameters, i.e. period, magnetic field, distance and energy flux 
(Cheng and Zhang 1998, Zhang and Cheng 1999) and phase-average spectra of 
X-ray and 7-ray pulsars(Cheng and Zhang 1998; Cheng and Zhang 1999). 

In these models, the double peak 7-ray structure was from two topologically 
disconnected outer gaps, each of which is associated with different magnetic 
poles. However, Romani and his co-workers (Chiang & Romani, 1992,1994; 
Romani and Yadigaroglu 1995; Romani 1996) have shown that only one outer 
gap with only outgoing current can already produce a double-peak 7-ray light 
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curve in a three-dimensional outer-magnetosphere. Using a rotating dipolar 
field plus effects of time travel and aberration, they showed that an assumed 
outgoing current alone could produce a broad, irregularly-shaped emission beam 
of which is particularly dense near the edge, so that two 7-ray peaks would 
be observed when the line of sight from the Earth crosses these enhanced 7-
ray beam regions; the inner region of the beam provided a significant amount 
of emission between the peaks. EGRET has accumulated enough photons for 
Crab, Vela, PSR B1706-44 and Geminga to analyze the phase-resolved emission 
characteristics such as pulsed profiles and phase-resolved spectra (Thomson et 
al. 1996; Fierro et al. 1998). These da ta can give very strong constraint in 
theoretical models. 

Here,we re-consider the three dimensional magnetosphere, following the im
portant ground-breaking work of Romani and co-workers. But instead of as
suming a single outer gap with only an outgoing current, and no restriction on 
azimuthal directions, we use various physical processes (including pair produc
tion which depends sensitively on the local electric field and the local radius of 
curvature, surface field structure, reflection of e* pairs because of mirroring and 
resonant scattering) to determine the three-dimensional geometry of the outer 
gap. In our model, two outer gaps and both outgoing and incoming currents 
are in principle allowed, but it turns out that outgoing currents dominate the 
emitted radiation intensities. 

2. Pair Produc t ion and the Structure of Outer gaps 

We propose a structure of outer gaps determined by pair production condi
tions. The potential drop of the gap AV ss 6.6 x 10 1 2 f ^B^P" 2 , where /o = 
h(< r >)/RL, h(< r >) is the average vertical separation of the gap bound
aries in the (fi, /1) plane and Ri = c/fi is the light cylinder radius, and 
< r > is the average distance to the gap; its value depends on magnetic in
clination angle x (< r > ~ RL/2)- The particle current passing through the 
gap is Ngap = 3 X 1030MB12P~2 s _ 1 , where f = A $ / 2 T T ; A $ is the trans
verse (^direction) extension of the gap. Each of the charged particles inside 
the gap will radiate high-energy curvature photons with a characteristic energy 
£ 7 ( / 0 ) = 2 X 1 0 8 / o

3 / 2 £ ^ 4 P - 7 / 4 eV. About half of Ngap will move toward the 
star. Although they continue to radiate their energies on the way to the star, 
they still carry 10 .5P 1 ' 3 ergs of energy on to the stellar surface. The energy 
will be radiated back out in hard X-rays. However, resonant scattering with 
pairs near the star may reflect hard X-rays back to the stellar surface (Cheng, 
Gil & Zhang 1998; Wang et al. 1998), to be re-emitted as soft X-rays with a 

temperature Ts & 3.8 x l O 6 / , ] 7 4 ^ 4 ^ 2 P _ 5 / 1 2 K. It is interesting to note that 
the thermal hard X-rays are reflected back to the stellar surface but there is a 
non-thermal hard X-rays emitted by the secondary pairs before they form blan
ket. This non-thermal hard X-ray has been observed (cf. Becker and Trumper 
1997) and explained in terms of outergap model(Cheng, Gil and Zhang 1998) 

The soft X-ray photon density is very low but each pair produced by an X-
ray-curvature photon collisions in the outer gap will emit almost 105 curvature 
7-rays for further pair creation in that gap. Once the pair production threshold 
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condition kTsE1 > (mec
2)2 is satisfied, the gap is unlikely to grow much larger. 

This pair production condition gives 

f0 = 5.5P2e^B;2
4/7e/7 - (1) 

Here, £ is still an unknown quantity. However, we see tha t f0 is weakly dependent 
on £ which is likely of order of unity. In first approximation, we assume / 0 = 
5.5p26/2i£-4/7 ( Z h a n g & Cheng 1997). To determine £, we need to consider 
local pair production processes. The pair production per unit length inside 
the gap is a decreasing function of r. According to Cheng, Ho and Ruderman 
(1986), Eu oc r - 1 / 2 for the thin outer gap (e.g. the Crab pulsar), which gives 

E1{r) oc r - 1 / 8 after using the large r limit s{r) = ( r i?^) 1 / 2 . Since E1 is only 
weakly dependent on r, we assume <T77 m const. The local pair production per 
unit length is Ne±(r) = (1 - e~T~<1)N1(r) « r77A^7(r), where r 7 7 = nx{r)a^l{r) 
is the local optical depth, nx — R2T^a/r2kTsc is the X-ray number density at 
r, l(r) ss (2s(r ) / ( r ) /? / , ) 1 / 2 is the local optical path, f(r) = h(r)/RL is the local 
vertical extension of the gap (since B(r)h2(r) is a constant, which gives f(r) oc 
r3/'2 and f0 ~ /(RL/2) ), and JV7 — eE\\(r)/E^(r) is the number of curvature 

photons emitted at r per e+/e~ per unit length, then Ne±(r) oc r ~ n ' 8 . We see 
that most pairs are produced near the null surface where r = r;n . We estimate 
that the pair production will take place mainly in the range r;n < r < r;,-m 

where r/im is estimated as riimNe±(riim)/rinNe±(rin) ~ {rltm/rin)-
3/8 ~ 1/2, 

which gives r;,-m ~ 6r,n . This limits pair production both along the field lines 
and in transverse directions, and gives A $ ~ 160°. Within the pair production 
regions, outgoing and incoming directions for particle flows are allowed. For 
f > rUm only outgoing current is possible. For thick outergap, we (Zhang and 
Cheng 1999) have argued that the radial extension of the thick outergap must 
be rum K, J0RL- For the parameters of Geminga pulsar, this gives A $ ~ 150°. 

3. P h o t o n Emiss ion Morphologies 

In order to show the high energy photon morpholgy emitted from outer gaps, we 
need a polar cap shape for a given magnetic inclination. Polar cap shape defines 
the boundary of the open volume at the stellar surface. Because the outer gap 
is within the open volume, we divide the open volume into many parts, in which 
the shape of each part at the stellar surface is the same as the polar cap shape 
but the size is smaller. First we determine the coordinate values (XQ, J/O, ZO) of 
the last closed field lines at the stellar surface. Then the coordinate values (x'0, 
y'0, Z'Q) for different parts can be determined by using x'0 — a\Xo, y'0 = aij/o and 
z'0 = (1 — (X'Q+D'Q))1'2 and by changing a\. Once the polar cap shape is defined, 
we find the last closed field lines using Runge-Kutta integration: (i) give a set of 
initial values at the stellar surface; (ii) use the Runge-Kutta integration to follow 
a particular field line in space and determine whether this line closes inside the 
light cylinder or crosses it and (iii) iterate on the initial value until the field line 
is just tangential to the light cylinder. Furthermore, we assume tha t relativistic 
charged particles in the open zone radiate in their direction of propagation, i.e. 
along the magnetic field lines in the corotating frame. For each location within 
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Figure 1. The emission morphologies for various inclination angle a. The 
parameters of the Crab pulsar are used. 

the open zone the direction of emission expressed as (£,<&) is calculated, where 
£ is the polar angle from the rotation axis and $ is the phase of rotation of the 
star. In these calculations, the effects of travel time and aberration are taken 
into account. A photon with velocity u = (ux,uy,uz) along a magnetic field 
line with a relativistic addition of velocity along the azimuthal angle gives an 
aberrated emission direction u ' = (u'x, u' u'z). Travel time gives a change of the 
phase of the rotation of the star. Combining these two effects, and choosing 
$ = 0 for radiation in the (x, z) plane from the center of the star, £ and <£ are 
given by (Yadigaroglu, 1997 Ph.D.thesis, Stanford University) 

cosC = u'z (2) 

$ = -4>u> -f-u' , 

where <j>ui is the azimuthal angle of u' and r is the emitting location in units of 
Rl. We project photon emissions on the (£, $ ) plane and observe the emission 
patterns on the sky. In (C, <&) plane, the null surface can be determined easily 
because it consists of the points at which magnetic field lines are perpendicular 
to the rotation axis. For a field line, the null charge crossing is the location 
which the projected line crosses the equatorial line (£ = 90°). Fig. 1 shows 
emission morphologies for various inclination angle a. The observed light curve 
can be obtained by given ( and a . 

4. Phase -reso lved spectra of Crab and Geminga Pulsars 

From the emission morphologies we see tha t photons emitted into a given phase 
come from different positions of the outergap. Since curvature radiation, syn
chrotron radiation and inverse Compton scattering depend on local quantities, 
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Figure 2. Phase-resolved 7-ray spectra from lOMeV to lOGeV for peak 
1, bridge, peak 2 and phase-average of the Crab pulsar. Observed data are 
taken from Ulmer et al. (1995). 

e.g. curvature, Eu, B, nvh etc., it is likely that the radiation spectrum varies 
with phase. Fig.2 shows the comparison of model calculated spectra and ob
served phase-resolved da ta of the Crab pulsar. Fig.3 shows the comparison 
of model calculated spectra and observed phase-resolved da ta of the Geminga 
pulsar. 

5. S u m m a r y and Discuss ion 

We use a 3-D model magnetospheric model to calculate the emission morpholo
gies and the phase-resolved spectra of the 7-ray pulsars. In our model, the 
local photon-photon pair production in the outer gaps limits the extension of 
the outer gaps along the azimuthal direction. We find that the two topological 
disconnected outer gaps, with some extension along the azimuthal [4>) direction, 
exist in the pulsar magnetosphere. Double-peaked pulse profiles with varying 
phase separation, depending on viewing angle, and strong bridge emission occur 
naturally, as in the single pole outer gap model. Our model successfully explain 
the observed phase-resolved spectra from the Crab pulsar and the Geminga pul
sar in peak one, trailing wing one, bridge, leading wing two, peak 2 and phase-
average. However, our model cannot produce the off-pulse radiation, perhaps 
they come from particles with larger pitch angles and/or tertiary pairs which we 
have ignored in our calculation. Finally, we want to remark that our calcualtion 
is based on the steady state accelerator. The realistic outermagnetospheric gap 
may be a dynamical or flickering one. 
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Figure 3. Phase-resolved 7-ray spectra for different phases (peak one, trail
ing wing one, bridge, leading wing two, peak 2 and phase-average) of the 
Geminga pulsar. Observed data are taken from Fierro et al. (1998). 
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